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SMA wire 

• Low-temperature -> Martensitic state (extended
wire condition)

• High-temperature -> Austenitic state (shortened or
‘remembered’ wire condition)

The changes of state are not immediate, but happens
within a temperature range (e.g. M-state begins at
68°C and ends at 82°C) -> hysteresis

To compensate this effect, it is important that the wire
is heated rapidly (e.g. large current)



Nitinol



Example of SMA Wire Data

d = 100 um
l = 10 cm



Esercitazione SMA (LAB3)

• Dimensionare tensione necessaria
• Osservare bending e misurare bending 
• Confrontare con bending ottenuto usando due SMA wires



Quantum Tunnel Composite

Conductive 
polymers

inherently lower electric resistance

composites, which contain conductive materials (e.g. carbon or metal particles)

Percolation:
electrons are free to flow through conductive filler particles
within the polymer matrix. If these filler particles contact
one another, a continuous path is formed through the
polymer matrix, which is an insulating material, for electrons
to travel through. This path is called a conductive network.



QTC contains tiny metal particles, but does not conduct by percolation.
Instead, electron passage occurs thanks to a process called quantum tunneling. 

Quantum Tunnel Composite



According to quantum theory, there is a certain
probability that an electron below the
insulation barrier appears above it.

The effect is far more pronounced than would
be expected from classical (non-quantum)
effects alone, as classical electrical resistance is
linear (proportional to distance), while
quantum tunnelling is exponential with
decreasing distance, allowing the resistance to
change by a factor of up to 1012 between
pressured and unpressured states



Reducing the distance between the particles, the 
tunneling probability increases 



Esercitazione QTC (LAB4)
• Montare la QTC pill i) in serie ed in ii) parallelo ad un led
• verificare come varia la luminosità del led al variare della pressione

esercitata sulla QTC nei due casi.

Esercitazione SMA (LAB3)
• Dimensionare tensione necessaria
• Osservare e misurare bending 
• Confrontare con bending ottenuto usando due SMA wires


